Le Verger
Rue de la Croix
St. Ouen
JERSEY JE3 2HA
8th April 2019
Dear Chief Executive
Re. Maurice John Kirk d.o.b. 12.03.1945
This patient was seen at Caswell Clinic at the behest of the Court of Cardiff
for psychiatric assessment in August 2009. The director , Dr Tegwyn Williams, wrote
a report which was full of errors including that he was suffering from a brain tumour
and was delusional. It was believed that this would incarcerate the veterinary surgeon
to Ashworth Hospital and stop his criminal trial from starting.
The judge called the trial and the police story collapsed and Mr Kirk was
freed (Jan 2010). He has been asking for his medical records from Caswell Clinic
ever since. All medical staff at POW hospital and elsewhere have been denied these
records. He has since discovered that a Dr Gaynor Jones from Caswell had refuted
her boss's claims in an e mail but this was never made public to the open court nor to
the 'patient'.
Time and again the medical staff were unable to proceed various
procedures due to the absence of these records having only the incorrect report by the
then Director of Caswell Clinic of September 2009 to go on. Notably no brain tumour
was treated as it was subsequently proved that this was incorrect. A Dr Rodger
Wood , it is believed, persuaded Dr Tegwyn Williams that Maurice Kirk had a brain
tumour and damage to his brain.
Over the last ten years various medics , outside and inside prison have
been denied these records including HMP Swansea, private prison Parc (Bridgend)
and now HMP Cardiff. His GP from Taunton has also asked for these records but has
been denied (2019).
Why was Maurice in prison? He has been accused of harassment of Dr
Tegwyn Williams and although never actually issued with a restraining order has
been imprisoned several times for this injustice.
As his sister, and ex-magistrate (in Jersey), I ask that the Caswell Clinic
Medical Records are released to Maurice Kirk so that he can go free from HMP
Cardiff or at least his GP in Taunton who has asked for them. (Dr Moss, Crown
Medical Centre, Venture Way, Taunton, TA2 8QY (01823-282151).
I enclose a complaints form, a copy of which I am sending to prison to get
my brother's signature.
Yours faithfully
Mrs. Celia Jeune

